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Abstract. The academic literature on terrorism is filled with references to online activities and the equation of hacking and hacktivism (i.e., politically motivated hacking) with cyberterrorism. This perspective ignores differences in capacities, scope, and motives in hackers/hacktivists. Besides, scholarly research is lacking examinations of those being perceived as alleged ‘security threats’. The present paper therefore uses interviews with self-identified hackers and hacktivists (N = 35) to address this gap. It examines the distinction between hacking, hacktivism, and cyberterrorism and studies the discourses and practices of hackers and hacktivists. Building upon the theoretical concept of (in)securitisation and the method of thematic analysis, the findings provide insights into the perceived (a) external assessment of hackers and hacktivists by external actors and their (b) self-assessment that stands in contrast to the viewpoints expressed earlier. The results highlight interviewees’ objection to the translation of hacking and hacktivism into violent acts of any nature, with participants articulating that the connection of these concept poses threats to civil liberties and political rights online. The paper has implications both for the academic as well as professional discourse. It seeks to foster a more reflected engagement with these concepts and is pointing to the need for concrete terminological delineations.
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1. Introduction

The terrorism literature is filled with references to online activities, amplified through the gradient use of the internet and its substantial penetration of nearly all aspects of our life. With these developments in mind, also the fear of an alleged ‘cyberterrorism’ attack is gaining popularity. This is fuelled by the medial and academic discourse [1], while empirical observations of its factual existence and impact are practically absent. Particularly the interconnectedness of cyberterrorism with the concepts of hacking and less frequently hacktivism are thereby noteworthy. These perceptions range from hackers depicted as terrorists as well as terrorist hackers [2], notions of hackers-for-hire, or the understanding of hacktivists as being essentially cyberterrorists [3].

Specifically the latter equation of hacktivism and cyberterrorism is hereby of concern. It implies the labelling of politically motivated hacking as a form of online activism being akin to fundamental violent acts such as terrorism. This shifts the cliché claim of ‘one person’s terrorist is another’s freedom fighter’ [4] onto the online sphere. While past examinations within the terrorist literature have engaged with this question [3,5,6], many of the existing publications fail to engage with the hacker and hacktivist community themselves. This creates a notional engagement with the issue, leaving a blind spot to the ethnographic dynamics and the voice of self-identified hackers and hacktivists.

The current paper therefore uses the existing literature on the topic as a starting point to re-emphasise the idea that hacking and hacktivism should not be mistaken for terrorism. This is done through interviews with those directly affected by this equation. Thus, the paper investigates the discourse and practices of self-identified hackers and hacktivists. The analysis firstly provides a conceptual grounding of the terms while reviewing the existing publications on the issue. It thereupon outlines the methods used in this study, which is followed by an in-depth analysis of the arguments provided by the interviewed participants. The paper ends with a discussion on the broader implications of the findings for both academics and security practitioners and hopes to stimulate a more critical, reflective engagement with the concept of hacking and hacktivism.

1.1. From Terror to Cyber to Hacktivism

Debates on terrorism have marked the academic literature for decades. The disputes range from definitional discrepancies to the methodological challenges of studying such an amorphous concept. Although scholars
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such as Schmid and Jongman [7] try to provide elaborate examinations that seek to give an all-encompassing definition of this “method or technique of instrumental terror” (p. 55) [8]. The idea of a distinct form of ‘cyber’-terrorism adds to the complexity of what characterises terrorism from, for example, other forms of political violence. Just as Laqueur [9] claims that society is confronted with “different terrorisms” (p. 99), cyberterrorism seems in this regard only as one further form of a broader range of tactics.

Despite the existence of the term cyberterrorism for nearly twenty years [10,11] the concept itself is contested and contradictory [1]. Probably one of the most commonly cited sources on the issue relates back to Denning [12] and her testimony before the United States (US) Special Oversight Panel on Terrorism:

> Cyberterrorism is the convergence of terrorism and cyberspace. It is generally understood to mean unlawful attacks and threats of attack against computers, networks, and the information stored therein when done to intimidate or coerce a government or its people in furtherance of political or social objectives. Further, to qualify as cyberterrorism, an attack should result in violence against persons or property, or at least cause enough harm to generate fear. Attacks that lead to death or bodily injury, explosions, plane crashes, water contamination, or severe economic loss would be examples. Serious attacks against critical infrastructures could be acts of cyberterrorism, depending on their impact. Attacks that disrupt nonessential services or that are mainly a costly nuisance would not.

Notwithstanding the severity that Denning [12] expresses, publications frequently associate very benign activities such as website defacements with cyberterrorism. Weimann [13] echoed this, arguing that while concerns about the potential danger posed by cyberterrorism are according to him well founded, the fears that have been voiced in the media, political arenas or public forums seem not always reasonable. Incidents by individual hackers or hacktivist collectives such as Anonymous have repeatedly been conflated with the spectre of cyberterrorism. For example, leaked documents display that associated members of the hacktivist collective Anonymous were put on a FBI terrorism watch list prior to their arrest [14]. This, however, does not sufficiently represent their often innocuous intent. Some are aiming to reveal injustices or security flaws. While these acts might disrupt normal operations, cases are rare – if not inexistent – in which these incidents are then actually causing the kind of ‘serious’ damage Denning [12] is articulating.

Besides, these examples not only raise a concern regarding the way the concepts of computer misuse or terrorism are framed, but also in relation to the way hackers and hacktivists are perceived. Hackers or hacktivists are part of what Mott [15] called the “faceless detractors of security” (p. 34). This idea is deriving from the physical distance between the attacker and the target but also the inherent inability to actively see and frequently also identify the assailant. Hacking, as already highlighted in an earlier publication [16], relates to computer hacking [17], which can be considered as activities ranging from gaining unauthorized access to systems or data [18], to the production of free software [19], to manipulating technology for unorthodox means [20]. Hackers’ representation has undergone a massive shift. Initially associated with a “geeky, apolitical (…) boyish” character (p. 1167) towards malicious thieves, or even the embodiment of terrorism [21].

Hacktivism on the other hand occupies an ambiguous position within the body of literature. The term has not been coined by Denning [22], as argued by some authors [13], but seems to date back far earlier to 1994. It derived from a member of the hacker collective ‘Cult of the Dead Cow’ [23] to describe hacking for political purposes. Hacktivism is a conflation of hacking and activism and currently commonly linked with publicly known collectives such as Anonymous, LulzSec, and to certain extend even the whistle-blower platform WikiLeaks [24-27]. While in many instances the term is associated with negative connotations, authors such as Deibert and Rohozinski [28] or Kingsmith [24] perceive hacktivism rather positively. Hacktivists’ ability to build tools which promote access to information and openness through the circumvention of surveillance and filtering are considered useful across various political movements e.g., Amnesty International, Reporters Without Borders [24]. The political element of hacktivism is in these instances considered more of assistance than an annoyance or even a threat.

In literature, both hacking and hacktivism have been entangled with cyberterrorism. This is particularly evident with regards to hacking (see for example: [29]), with Weimann [13] emphasising that the mass media, but also corporations frequently fail to distinguish between the two. The media would be exaggerating the threat by reasoning from false analogies. Weimann [13] thereby points out the quick association that is made between hacker and terrorist activities with both being incorrectly but potentially
also purposefully confused. Moreover, scholars such as Conway [30] or Dunn Cavelty [2] are critical about the idea of hackers’ depiction as terrorists with Conway being scepticism towards the “sensationalism” (p. 73) to which academics contribute [31].

In addition to the conflation of hacking, cyberterrorism is also frequently mentioned in the same breath with hacktivism. For example, Neumann [32] talks about terrorists’ use of the internet as a weapon and refers in the same sentence to the ability of the hacktivist collective Anonymous to conduct online disruption (p. 434). Similar arguments were brought forward in a survey of 118 researchers working on terrorism or cyberterrorism. Some respondents referred to the hacktivist collective Anonymous or the online activism of the Zapatista protests in the 1990s as examples of cyberterrorism [33]. Incidents like these are manifold within the terrorist literature [22,34-36], ignoring differences in capacities, scope, and motives [37].

Additionally, the activist component of hacktivism (and less frequently also the activist element of hacking) is commonly disregarded. The term activism comprises actions taken to promote change in opposition to prevailing powers [38]. Activism is, thus, about “political participation” (p. 132) [39] and involves an element of ‘demand’ [40]. It allows excluded and marginalized voices to be heard and has the purpose of influencing society at large [39]. ‘Traditional’ activist methods range from protest as the pure expression of objection to civil disobedience as the disobeying of the law for a perceived ‘good’ cause [41]. In the context of hacktivism, these activist methods are closely connected to direct action and ultimately conducted online. However, this societal, campaigning aspect of hacktivism is often overlooked and replaced by dynamics of (in)securitisation [42].

In spite of attempts to uncover these (in)securitisation dynamics by critical security studies scholars, the literature has so far not given enough voice to the actors affected by the (in)securitisation (see in comparison migration literature: [47,48]). It requires the shift from abstract engagements and purely textual analyses to ethnographic and observational methods that slowly seem to find a place in the academic terrorism scholarship. However, scholarly research output on cyberterrorism still lack a focus on understandings of individual perceptions, feelings and identity of those being perceived as alleged ‘security threats’.

1.2. The Present Analysis

The present study fills this gap and is using a more bottom-up research approach. It expands the terrorism literature to focus on those affected by (in)securitisation dynamics i.e., hackers and hacktivists. It is furthermore keen on examining the distinction between hacking, hacktivism and terrorism more closely. Building on Critical Terrorism research’s demand for “self-reflexivity” (p. 2) [49] towards the social construction of ‘terrorism’, this study tries to overcome the way meaning is given externally to actions and actors; rather, it studies how hackers and hacktivists view themselves and their fellow participants. It provides the first analysis of interviews with self-identified hackers and hacktivists within the terrorism literature and examines the consequences of (in)securitisation processes as perceived by these individuals/groups explored. This enables to investigate what (in)securitisation does to them and how hacktivists negotiate their identities, express difference and dissent, and communicate political positions in the online environment.

2. Method

The data derives from a PhD thesis that is based on a qualitative research design, using semi-structured and nonrecurring interviews with a self-selected sample of \( N = 35 \) self-identified hackers and hacktivists. Participants clustered themselves towards the term hackers (\( n = 17 \)) and hacktivists (\( n = 14 \)) or used both terms (\( n = 4 \)) to describe themselves. The researcher enlisted participants through a variety of way, involving snowball sampling [50].

---

2 The concept derives from International Political Sociology’s (IPS) “sociology of (in)security” (p. 4) [43]. IPS scholars argue that security issues do not necessarily reflect the objective, material circumstances of the world [44]. Instead IPS emphasises the social and political construction of threat images termed as (in)securitisation [43]. It builds upon the work of Bourdieu leading to the understanding of (in)securitisation as a ‘field effect’, a result of the social space being a field of struggles, domination, and forces [45]. It conceptualises the naming and framing of security/insecurity as a purposefully political act [46]. The competition within and between actors’ (e.g., politicians, police, industry representatives, activists etc.) eventuates into a fight over the ability to define (in)securities.
The interviews were conducted in German and English between December 2014 and May 2015 either face-to-face or digitally using Voice over Internet Protocol services. Prior to the interview, participants received a Participant Information Sheet which briefed them about the purpose of the research as well as the adherence to their privacy and data protection rights. Participants were made aware of the limits to confidentiality and alerted about the potential risk of participating. This provided interviewees with the chance to reject participation but also to omit referring to possibly incriminating information.

Thematic analysis [51,52] underpinned the research and passages from the interviews will be used to exemplify the analysis. In the following section, interview extracts are used to support the investigation. German text fragments were translated into English by the researcher herself. Participants are referred to as P plus identifying number (e.g., P1). The symbol (…) is used to identify negligible sections of the interview, while “…” signifies short pauses.

3. Results

The current publication is keen on examining the distinction between hacktivism and terrorism more closely. In keeping with the method of thematic analysis, this article examines the viewpoints of self-identified hackers and hacktivists and studies their discourses and practices. It exhibits their assumed (a) external assessments by other actors such as, for example, politicians, the media or the cybersecurity industry and explores their (b) self-assessment that stands in contrast to the earlier expressed viewpoints by external actors. Each of these themes will be analysed in more detail in the upcoming sections.

Overall, the findings highlight that interviewees object the translation of hacking and hacktivism into violent acts of any nature. According to them, this equation ignores the complexity of these phenomena. They express caution of treating forms of activism, criminal activities, and terrorism interchangeably. The results indicate that in many ways hacktivism and hacking are facing analogical discussions and treatment as many terrorist-related debates and actions. Furthermore, interviewees see in the (in)securitisation of hacking and hacktivism and its equation to cyberterrorism severe threats to civil liberties and political rights. Participants stress the argument that the current political climate is very much focused on dealing with these existent but simultaneously also perceived and constructed security risks. They criticise the absence of a sufficient differentiation and express disappointment on the lack of expansion of security and rights online.

3.1. External Assessment

Interviewees have a very critical perception on the way external actors assess them and their actions. They often see a very purposeful attempt to criminalise and (in)securitise hacking and hacktivism that frequently is done through processes of othering and the equation with cyberterrorism. Seigfried-Spellar and Treadway [53] as well as other authors [3,54,55] have already emphasised that hackers are associated with negative connotations. They criticise the generalising level of clustering any form of computer misuse into a singular category. This leaves little room for a diverse understanding of the identity and activities conducted by hackers. Similar dynamics are evident with the term and concept of hacktivist. The connection of hacktivist collectives such as Anonymous with the “modern folk devil” (p. 85) hacker identity evokes a stereotypical portrayal. It leads hacktivists to become the “boogeymen of the modern technical age” (p. 86) [56].

This notion of folk devils is also commonly applied to various other stigmatised groups such as illegal immigrants, drug users or single mothers [46,57], but has distinct implications for the here investigated community.

Participants argue that hacking and hacktivism are in this regard perceived as the criminological other akin to the portrayal of the “terrorist other” (p. 2) [49]. The other is a social fact that shapes ways to manufacture deviance and maintain social control and exclusion [58]. It creates a “cultural outsider” (p. 401) that is tied with feelings of anxiety and connected to calls for heightened control responses [58]. The present analysis shows that hackers and hacktivists are aware of these dynamics and outspoken about the potential effects of this process. They articulate that “the majority… of people have a very different picture of hackers” (P14) than what hackers and hacktivists would think of themselves. The sphere of politics, the industry as well as the media or the public would use a “categorisation that is lump-sided, broad and [where] a lot of people [would] fit into” (P3).
Interviewees express an equation of hacking and hacktivism with other actors and actions such as “terrorism” (P3, P14, P18, P25, P26, P29). Participants thereby criticise that the external assessment of their action predominantly focuses on the “illegal stuff [that] is a part of [hacking]” (P21) as well as hacktivism, even though “it’s kind of a really small, small slice” (P21) of the actions the hacker and hacktivist community would perform. “[H]ackers are not just black hats” (P25), which is a common way of categorising them in accordance with the legality of their actions [59]. Participants refer to the duality and “ambivalence” (P28) of the concepts. Still, as a consequence of the (in)securitisation of hacking and hacktivism, this diversity of their community is no longer taken into account. In fact, their construction as “terrorists” (P14), “weirdos” (P3) or even “sociopaths” (P3) helps authorities, as Extract 1 highlights.

Extract 1

P3: And governments try to find all sorts of ways to, to ah make them seem like ah... either sociopaths or ah weirdos that don’t, don’t fit into society. So they acted out of, out of ah their own impulses or something like that. Ah it’s really – it’s actually kind of necessary for them to do that. Because if they don’t do that and people would see it as a, as ahm... an act of civil disobedience, as an act of the... imperative to do something.

The participant argues that “governments try to find all sorts of ways” (P3) to make hackers and hacktivists not “fit into society” (P3). This process of constructing them as folk devils would be “necessary” (P3), as otherwise the public - emphasised through the usage of “people” (P3) - would realise that hackers and hacktivist are conducting acts of “civil disobedience” (P3). This reference displays their claim for legitimacy. It relates to participants’ understanding of themselves doing “good for people” (P5). However, the (in)securitisation through the equation of their action with malicious acts ultimately extracts them from a sphere of acceptance. Instead they are mystified and their social causes for conducting their actions remain hidden behind their social construction as “weirdos” (P3) that allows for the ongoing equation with cybercrime or cyberterrorism to occur.

Extract 1 also touches upon another external assessment dynamic expressed by participants which is the instrumentalisation and misuse of their threat construction and biased portrayal. Subsequently, the (in)securitisation would function as a way for authorities and other institutions to favour their own interests. For instance, one participant argued that governments use hackers and hacktivists “to justify large terrorism-budgets” (P29). Authorities would “need boggy-men” (P29) in order to be “blaming them for some sort of terror plot” (P18). The ability to portray hackers and hacktivists as a security threat would be “an easy way to ahm make people fearful and make people trust the government” (P3). Besides, “intelligence agencies are always going to cry terrorist or national security or something” (P26), as it would have been done in the past with other social movements such as the “environmental” (P29) or the “animal rights movement” (P29). It would be due to such interests that hackers and hacktivists are framed just like “ecoterrorists” (P29).

This purposeful “attempt to put them [hacking and terrorism] near each other” (P29) or to “try to pull hacktivism” towards this “stupid word that they use ‘cyber’, ‘cyberwarfare’ or ‘cyberwarrior’ – all this nonsense” (P1) is according to some participants not only evident in the political sphere, but also in the IT industry and media. Both would foster the controversial depiction, as for example cybersecurity vendors would “love hacktivists, ‘cause they gonna help [them] sell all kinds of crap” (P22). Their portrayal of hackers and hacktivists as a security threat is enhancing their “business model” (P33). Similarly, the media would profit from their (in)securitisation, as “they are writing a click-based story” (P2) to attract more readers and attention. It would be “propaganda” (P1), information would get “twisted” (P18) and “the media would measure everything by the same yardstick which is why hackers are now badly off” (P16).

In this regard, participants express a frustration about the othering, instrumentalisation as the purposeful attempt to tie hacking and hacktivism together with extreme associations such as cyberterrorism. Besides, hackers and hacktivist would have become the “wizards” (P21) and tricksters of our time. They have developed from curious whiz-kids as they have “grown up with computers” (P20) to smart and knowledgeable magicians. They are in a position of power the government and society would not comprehend. It is therefore that participants feel continuously more subjected to a (in)securitisation process.
They have to deal with the dichotomy of being geniuses and even to some extend “god[s]” (P22), while at the same time being equated with delinquents or terrorists. Participants highlight that everyone “assume[s] that you know how to do everything” (P22) whilst they also look at them “just as criminals” (P10). The public would see them either as “bad-ass vigilantes or these terrorists that are going to steal their credit cards [amused]. Ahm… so they either see us like these super-heroes or these super-villains” (P18). A participant expressed this quite trenchantly by saying: “[I] feel like a criminal and I have to be god at the same time” (P22). Their “magic” (P18; i.e., knowledge and skills) puts them in an out-of-sphere position. This would explain why the harsh legislative climate would be so keen on taming their skills, allowing to counterbalance power disparities.

Governments and security agencies would be concentrating on the incorrect actors when thinking of security threats. “[T]hey have mistaken the security vulnerability” (P24) by blaming hackers and hacktivists. One participant said to “be more concerned about Syria, Israel, USA hacking into my network” (P24) than hackers and hacktivists. Authorities would, thus, overestimate their capabilities. Hackers and hacktivists would be constructed as a threat that “does not exist in such a form” (P30). Hence, it would be essential to focus on actors such as nation states, rather than hackers and hacktivists. The latter would lack the required “skills and resources” (P24) to create the same “mess a high level attacker can bring” (P24). Examples of this are, among others, Stuxnet. It was a computer worm that disrupted Iranian nuclear enrichment in 2010. It was allegedly a joint US-Israeli attack and has been described as a new form of warfare that threatens even the strongest military power [60].

This practice of overestimation of hackers and hacktivists’ capabilities is similar to the idea of ‘new’ terrorism [9] with its claim to be more dangerous than any of the terrorist activities seen before the 1990s. Further to this, organisational similarities are evident. New terrorism is considered as being organised in cell or horizontal network structures [61]. Traditional or hierarchical forms of organisation which facilitates executive decision making and central control and command are considered to not be in place. Such network dynamics are also evident in hacker and hacktivist groups. They are often flat and decentralized with decision making and action dispersed among multiple actors exhibiting a high degree of local autonomy [61]. This structural similarity may further explain the frequent equation of hacking and hacktivism with cyberterrorism.

In addition to this comparison and the articulated over-estimation that would be taking place, interviewees perceive that the (in)securitisation of hackers and hacktivists is increasing surveillance, censorship and the limitation of privacy. This is justified by constant references of their equation with “terrorism” (P25). It allows for the “erosion of the rule of law” (P25) and that “rights are getting circumcised” (P27).

Extract 2
P25: “I do feel that politics are going crazy, this whole thing about terrorism is escalating and... going crazy. Before, before this last year ahm they – cultural piracy was the subject, the red flag. And now it has become terrorism. Not that terrorism does not exist, but that terrorism does not justify the ahm... the erosion of the rule of law as it is currently happening. It’s a profound erosion.”

For participants the “internet has been criminalised” (P26), which enabled to vindicate the leverage of fundamental rights. According to interviewees, even if states would “like to fight terrorism, that should not be a reason or should not be a justification for them [authorities] to diminish the privacy of all citizens” (P27). These acts are considered by participants as threatening and ultimately leading to less security and safety for everyone. One participant articulated that they “don’t know what is going to happen in the next years. So, we [humanity] are screwed” (P23). The community would be “concerned about... the, the global surveillance operations” (P1), especially as they consider them as ways to ensure “control over a society” (P30).

This control is also evident in the treatment of hacking and hacktivism that would be disproportionate. Participants “think that first we need to [have] – the calculations by which these ah... acts of civil disobedience are categorised” (P3). Without proper categories and classifications, acts of hacking and hacktivism would always be misjudged, misrepresented and unfairly lumped together with cyberterrorism.
One participant also gave an explanation on how these actions could be assessed. Intentions and motives should be taken into account when dealing with acts of hacking and hacktivism. These assessments could also help to distinguish their acts from cyberterrorism or other forms of crime.

**Extract 3**

P15: I mean I’m guessing right like – say, say *you’re on the plane that hit the Twin Towers* and you were a passenger and you were *able to like kill the hijacker*. You *wouldn’t be prosecuted for murder*; that would be kind of ridiculous. Ahm that, that – I don’t know what the *legal mechanism is in place* to protect you when, say you kill a terrorist that is about to kill a thousand people. Ahm but that, *that should be a similar sort of thing for hacktivists*; if their actions could be shown to have a *significant beneficial impact on society*.

The participant articulates a disappointment about the fact that “laws aren’t proportional” (P15). Currently hacking and hacktivism would be “criminalised” (P14) and prosecuted as if they “would be terrorists” (P14). Extract 3 claims to seek the judicial system to “take into account all parts of the situation” (P15), which according to participant is not taking place right now. This is ultimately leading to unfair judgements due to the predominant negative association with these terms, actors and actions.

### 3.2. Self-Assessment

Participants define hacking and hacktivism in opposition to these (in)securitised ideas and the negative external assessments. They perceive hacking as “innovating” (P10), as providing “shortcuts” (P18) or “outsmart[ing]” (P18) systems. For them being a hacker is having a certain kind of “mindset” (P1, P3, P6, P8, P9, P10, P21, P23, P26, P28, P34) or “attitude” (P28, P34). It implies using a “clever technical trick” (P21) and it is connected to the notion of “game, fun and pleasure” (P20) as well as “curiosity” (P16) and “entails sophistication and ahm using great skill to dismantle once thought unbreakable things” (P22). It involves utilising tools other than what they were “originally designed for” (P20) as well as “getting the most out of” (P34) technology. To a certain extend it is even a way of “finding truth” (P1).

Participants acknowledge that hacking is an “ambiguous term” (P28) and “just like so much broader” (P21) than “what our parents think hacking is, and what the media is telling them” (P20). It is such a “broad” (P3, P4, P5, P8, P10, P15, P18, P21, P26, P29, P35) concept that even “art can be understood as hacking” (P14). This is also applicable for hacktivism which “can be a lot of things” (P11). It is “a mixture of hacker culture and ah activism” (P3). It is hacking for a “politically minded purpose” (P10), “human rights” (P26) or even “religious” (P6) goals. It has to do with a “creative misuse” (P18) or “online rebellion” (P27) but “for like a general sense of social good, or social righteousness” (P18) or to “highlight grievances” (P27). All of this points to the difference from cyberterrorism that - as Denning’s [12] definition highlights - requires more severe and malicious intentions.

Interviewees distinguish themselves from being lumped with vicious actors such as cybercriminals and terrorists. They would do “things which are legal” (P14), as there are “legal ways of being a hacktivist” (P10) as well as a hacker. Some participants heavily oppose hacks against the “media” (P21), “private individuals” (P12, P27) or “critical infrastructure” (P17, P24, P33, P34) such as supervisory control and data acquisition systems (“SCADA”; P1, P3). Hacking and hacktivism should not “hurt an individual” (P12) or “destroy servers” (P14). Instead actions may have a “virtual impact” (P11) which is why one participant understands hacktivism as an action causing solely “bit damage” (P11) rather than having a physical impact.

**Extract 4**

P11: I would simply define hacktivism as something like “moving bits” and *not physical things*. As long as you only move bits… then you can only have a *virtual impact*. And… ahm… a bit of damage or so, like *material damage*, I’d see this as *legitimate* to achieve
a political goal – it’s like bit damage [laughing].

This idea of solely causing “bit damage” (P11) and that hackers and hacktivists are actually aiming to do good might be equivalent to ideas expressed by ‘actual’ terrorists. However, interviewees insist that they are helpful rather than harmful - which may be assessed in some form or another (see Extract 3). For example, one participant argues “I’m a hacktivist, because I target terrorist website” (P6). They do this to “to protect human lives” (P6). Interviewees acknowledge that “some governments see portions of hacking ahm and hacktivism as positive” (P6). Yet, despite their actual humanist intentions these actors would still mostly “see hacktivism as a security threat” (P6). Multiple participants, both self-identified hackers and hacktivists, also expressed that they have or had a background in the “free and open source software” (F/OSS) community (P7, P8, P11, P9, P14, P15, P21, P23, P29, P33, P35). This again refers to the legality of their actions and their alliance with the idea to collaboratively develop unlicensed software solutions.

This attempt to differentiate themselves and withstand the (in)securitisation is amplified through their continuous emphasis on the duality of hacking and hacktivist actions and actors. Participants stress that “there’s criminals out there – cyber-criminals and, and spies and everything else that use the internet. Ahm... but there’s legitimate people” (P6), which they consider themselves being part of. “[H]ackers aren’t people that break into computers. – They’re criminals” (P9). There would be “two different concepts” (P15), meaning the “legal and the illegal” (P6) respectively the “positive” (P17) and the “negative” (P17) side of hacking. The illegal, negative, and malicious forms are thereby frequently referred to as “cracking” (P7, P8, P16, P21, P24, P29, P33, P35). Yet, as a consequence of the (in)securitisation society is not talking about these two “different things” (P9), which is why participants articulate attempts to “keep the term somehow clean” (P17) in order to avoid the association with malicious actors.

One aspect where this positive notion of hacking and hacktivism becomes evident is in the way interviewees express that they are part of a far bigger security ‘ecosystem’. Their concern to try “to fix [insecurity] with encryption” (P3) and to find “security loopholes” (P17) or other protection mechanisms is “show[ing] them [the industry] that there are problems existent” (P17). Their actions are considered to help improve security overall. Participants therefore resist their construction as a security threat by constructing themselves as the security in the current system. Interviewees show this by saying that they “want to improve” (P15), “fix things in different areas” (P35) and “increase our awareness (…) in order to make the population safe” (P24). In fact, not to hack would be a security risk in itself.

Extract 5
P7: You... if you have something that is broken and somebody comes up and tells you that’s broken and you put them into jail – that’s a problem. That is a security problem for the government – because it’s gonna leave it broken.

This relates to an idea of resistance and being disobedient for a greater good. Thus, just like protesters might “knowingly violate certain laws of their community in what they reflectively conclude to be a larger interest” (p. 2) [62], hackers and hacktivists can breach systems in hope to do better. For interviewees it is better to know about vulnerabilities rather than leaving them unseen. It can be compared to the rationale of a protester who engages in a civil disobedient action and might rather go to jail and break a law but does so knowingly and deliberately in order conduct a political and/or moral act [63].

Participants emphasise that “if there wouldn’t be any hackers anymore, ultimately everything would become a security vulnerability” (P12) because nobody would “point out where the security loopholes are” (P34). Laws against hacking are therefore pointless, as there is “no way you can regulate hacking” (PM34). The act of illegalisation of hacking would be comparable to the prohibition of “product testing” (P19) which does not compare to any discussions going on in relation to cyberterrorism.

Extract 6
P19: I mean we can ban hacking, but then we also have to ban any form of product testing. Then we have to prohibit that the breaking load is displayed at lashing straps, because they are simply not allowed to test those. – They are not allowed to break those, because
that would be a risk if you know when they break.

This notion of them actually enhancing security is therefore a way to counter the (in)securitisation. Besides, the equation between hacking and hacktivism with cyberterrorism lacks foundation, as interviewees often underline that “we need a legal system” (P8), which terrorist actions actually try to undermine.

Extract 7

P8: Most of the people here will agree – if you got a point. If a judge signed a warrant to go through my private data, that’s fine. Because a judge is impartial and we need a legal system. It’s this universal sucking up of information and then not needing a judge – because ‘We don’t need a judge! We can do this ourselves, we are geeks, we are geeks working in the NSA. – ‘Cause we can; we can mine data. And we will’. - And ahm I think most people – if you actually ask them – agree to an actual legal environment.

References like that highlight that participants would like to see more engagement of judicial bodies in the revision of surveillance techniques. They criticise that basic rights are essentially by-passed by state agencies. Appropriate legal measures would be ways to overcome this. It is therefore that many hackers and hacktivists make use of legal tools themselves. The notion that we “need a judge” (P8) is reflected in their active engagement with the judiciary. It ensures hackers and hacktivists with a mechanism to counteract (in)securitisation processes and misconducts using legislative means. Specifically the engagements of the renowned German hacker collective Chaos Computer Club (CCC) with the German Federal Constitutional Court serves as a good example. In Germany a close relationship between hacker and hacktivist institutions and judiciary is sought. In the past the CCC has submitted action for a preliminary injunction (Chaos Computer Club, 1 July 2008), filed “constitutional complaints” (P28) or engaged in hearings and have written “reports” (P17, P28) for court cases (Chaos Computer Club, 6th July 2009).

As a consequence of such viewpoints and efforts, more “law informed hacker types” (P29) have developed. They are aware of the consequences of their actions and often familiar with ongoing legislation. This helps them to counteract the (in)securitisation as an active part with individual agency and the ability to engage in the political process. In addition to their cooperation with the judicial system, hackers and hacktivists resist the (in)securitisation through political engagement, support of digital rights organisation and various forms of activism. It highlights how in contrast to common perception hackers and hacktivist seek legal and legitimate ways to engage with and modify the current status quo. Participants say they lobby for causes such as “for a free and open internet” (P25) as “politicians in general are not security guys” (P6) and would need to input from hackers and hacktivists to write policies and legislation.

Participants therefore exercise “internet activism” (P21), “online activism” (P27, P28) or phrase their engagement as “advocacy” (P35). These commitments are not limited to participants who clustered and identified themselves as hacktivists. Instead, as the (in)securitisation of hacking rises e.g., through increase of legislation or heightened surveillance techniques, a lot of people would start to be active in some form or another within a political space or support digital rights organisations such as “Privacy International” (P2), “EDRi” (P27) or “Netzpolitik.org” (P27). These issues highlight how hackers and hacktivists have a political agenda that is within the scope of mainstream politics. This again stands in diametric opposition to the idea that hackers and hacktivists would be terrorists who refuse to engage in mainstream political processes.

Overall, the current theme indicates therefore that hackers and hacktivists counter the(in)securitisation that equates them with criminals or terrorist through their own perception of being ethical, ensuring security, and adjusting inequalities through their actions and activism. With that said, the (in)securitisation process that leads others to think of them as criminals or cyberterrorists helps simultaneously to make the hacking and hacktivist community understand itself as a supportive, legitimate and non-malicious collective. Their focus is on enhancing civil liberties and political rights, rather than the spreading of fear and anxiety should consequently be acknowledged.
4. Discussion

This research sought to explore the self-understanding of self-identified hackers and hacktivists in relation to their association with cyberterrorism. Based on the findings, a better comprehension of the hacker and hacktivist community could be achieved, helping future attempts to possibly distinguish more carefully between hacking and hacktivism and (cyber-)terrorism. The interviewees are expressing caution for treating forms of activism, criminal activities, and terrorism interchangeably, with the first part of the analysis investigating the perceived external assessments on hacking and hacktivism. The second part of the analysis explored the self-assessment of self-identified hackers and hacktivists with the findings standing in contrast to the earlier expressed viewpoints by external actors.

The first section of the results provides an overview of articulated perceived viewpoints of hackers and hacktivists by external actors. It outlines how interviewees feel purposefully misperceived by politicians, the cybersecurity industry or the media. The equation of hacking and hacktivism with cyberterrorism would be connected to the overestimation of their capabilities and the attempts to construct the hacker and hacktivist community as malicious. This hyped understanding would also lead to a disproportional treatment of hackers and hacktivists that is questioned by interviewees.

The second half of the result section challenges the earlier expressed social construction of ‘cyberterrorism’ and highlights how participants try to overcome the meaning given to hacking and specifically hacktivism by external actors. It shows how hacktivists view themselves and their fellow participants. The current findings exhibit that self-identified hackers and hacktivists are critical of their equation with other violent acts of any nature. For the interviewed participants this is ignoring the complexity of these phenomena, with participants articulating that the connection of the concept to terrorism poses severe threats to civil liberties and political rights.

In this regard it is important to recall the current definition of terrorism that is according to the interviewees surpassingly equalised with hacker or hacktivist acts. Jong and Schmid [7] are two of the most prominent proponents pressing the need to identify a cohesive classification for terrorism. They combined the most common elements of 109 major definitions to argue that terrorism is an anxiety-inspiring method of repeated violent action, which is employed by semi-clandestine individuals. Thus, terrorism in its most fundamental nature is about issues such as violence, political and social goals as well as fear and intimidation. It requires a target audience to transport the political message that has the intention to change a socio-political system and climate and is an act outside of the law.

Although the interviewed hackers and hacktivists might share some of these elements (i.e, political motive, will to change the system etc.), the activist root and the rejection of the physical use of violence and application of fear is ignored in such an equation. In fact, rather than hacking and hacktivism being equated with terrorism, they are increasingly considered to interrupt the online presence of established terrorist organisations [6]. This highlights again the activist element of these phenomena. Particularly in the aftermath of terror attacks such as 9/11 or the recent Paris attacks, hacktivist collectives such as The Dispatchers [6] or Anonymous [64] have acted as privately organised impairments to terrorists’ online activities or supported the information and intelligence gathering by official law enforcement or policing bodies. Besides, they have uncovered misconduct of computer espionage companies such as HBGary [65] or weaknesses in security precaution of computer security services such as HBGary [66]. Although such vigilant actions may well be disputed, it displays the diversity that ‘politically motivated hacking’ can encompass.

The criticism for the equation of hacking, hacktivism and cyberterrorism is also echoed by other scholars who argue in favour of their distinction [13,31]. For instance, Krapp [5] considers practices such as DDoS actions as virtual sit-ins rather than terrorism. Similarly, Weimann [13] claims that hacktivists do want to protest and disrupt; they do not want to kill or terrify. Despite Weimann’s [13] articulation of cautiousness when it comes to their comparison, he is wary that the lines between the two might blur. Weimann [13] enunciates the possibility of them being hired for terrorist purposes. Conversely to this viewpoint, Conway [31] says that the possibility of terrorist organisations hiring hackers is rather limited. Such a move would pose operationally risks to any group, leading to the unlikelihood of such an exchange to occur. Due to the lack of empirical data on the accuracy of either of these two viewpoints, it is hard to draw conclusions and the complexity and multi-facet opinions that dominate the current literature.

Although the current work provides an insight into the perceptions and viewpoints of hackers and hacktivists, there are several limitations that require attention. One of the most profound confines relates to the sampling and data collection procedure. Due to the qualitative approach of this study, the
researcher wants to emphasise that the present research is not representative for the general hacker or hacktivist community. On the one hand, it might be said that the current sample encompasses what Giacomello [67] referred to as “socially minded hackers” (p. 402) and hacktivists. This stands in contrast to the general idea of hackers being malicious. On the other hand, the research’s limitation is further amplified, due to the fact that participants were exhorted to abstain from sharing incriminating details. They were made aware of the limits to confidentiality and alerted about the potential risk of participating. All of this may have skewed the response received and the answers provided.

One essential gap that seems to still remain after this examination is the establishment of a particular ‘criteria catalogue’ for hacking, hacktivism, and cyberterrorism. Although hacking and hacktivism will certainly remain or become akin contested concepts such as terrorism [68], at least the attempt needs to be made to find a common grounding on which one can talk about them. This is relevant not only for the attribution question of cyber-attacks by security practitioners [69], but also for the usage of these terms in the political, industrial as well as the public and academic context.

In closing, research such as the present study offer opportunities for a more substantial, reflected engagement with the concepts of hacking, hacktivism and cyberterrorism. Future investigations are exhorted to go beyond hysteria, but examine empirical facts that are often lacking in these discussions. Just as the meaning of terrorism throughout history has changed [4], certainly the understanding of hacktivism, hacking and cyberterrorism will turn out to be contested. Further research is therefore needed to highlight the diverse understandings and usages of these terms which should also give room to individuals and groups being prescribed and associated with certain labels. Without a thorough understanding of the political, activist, and terrorist element of all these concepts no concrete terminological delineation and most certainly no sufficient management of these actions may ever be found.
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